
XI Mseiievg'l Cros-s:s1abs iln Lancashire :

Work in Proqress.
by Margaret Edvarde

The paper which appeared in the last issue of cogtrebis
was a basic record of the nedieval cross-slabs which I had
found in the lung va1ley and North Laacashire, with the exceptions
of Lancaster and Heysham. This approach to the subject was taken
because I believe it is rash to start forrning theories about styles
and dating before all the available material has been assembled'

The slabs dealt with forned a group on the basis of their
geographical positions. Even before the publication of the paper
iefirrea to above, work had been begun on tracing and recording
the cross-s1abs elsewhere in the county. This is a time-consuming
pfocess in itself, involving visiting and searching churches - mcst
of which are nowadays kept locked - andr if slabs are found, tahing
photographs and measureinents, anC recording their positions' i began

lUs wortr in the first place because I arn interested in art historyt
and the designs of the slabs fascinated me; and also because there
seems to be no recof,d of how many such slabs there are.in the county'
This last point, plus my connection wittr a bulLetin which covers at
an informal 1eve1 the archaeology of the county, explain lvhy, as a

starting point, I confined myself to rnaterial in Lancashire. Research,
however, usually opens up wider horizons, for the subject being studied,
than a.re conternplated at the outset of the process, and it wouid be

very surprising indeed if it were to happen that the Lancashire slabs
formed a group conveniently inside the county boundaries. After a1lt
they have had significance only sincs April t !974 1 Such arbltxary
demarcatj.on is not 1j.ke1y to have meant rnuch to the nedieval stone
masons.

Once the slabs af,e recorded, there follol,rls a period of intensive
reading, and the compiling of references to slabs elserr'here wtrich seern

to have something in common with the Lancashire slabs. It is here
that I encountered the.first real drawback. The materiai published
on the subject of cross-slabs at all is somewhat scanty; but by
good fortune an exception to this seenred to be papers relating to
slabs in Cumbria. The slabs known in the Carlisle diocese vrere
recorded in detail by Rev. Canon Bowec in three papefs published in
190?, 1909 and L9L2 Ln the Transactions of the Cumberland and
Westnnorland Antiquarian and. Archaeological Society. Many of the
slabs lvere d.ralvn, and I thought that that fact in itself wouLd make

those pa-pers of special value to me. Unfortunately, as I pointed
out in tny outline f,eport to the Council- for British Archaeology,
Group 5, in September of L9'/7, a chance visit to a Cumbrian church
revealed at once a rnagnificent slab - and the horrifying inadeguacy
of Bower's i.llustrations. Pf,e',/iouS suspicions now seemed to be

well-founded.

This revelation was a drawback not only as far as the study of
the design of ctosses was concerned. My planned research with
regard to dating included study of svrords ancl swsrd potnmels. Detailed
study of actual srvords has already been'publishedr and it seerned

reasonable to sr:ppose that a clue to date might vrell bc picked up
ttrrotrgh the study of depicteci swords. Of' course, such el'idence would
nsver be completely reliable - a sword courid be preserved in a fan,ily
for generati.ons and then be adopted as a sinnbol for a naedieval" grsve
s1ab. Yet rnuch of interest could well be revealeci by careful studyt
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I felt surer However, Bowerrs illustrations lvere clearly so
unreliable that the only course of action was to plan visits to
those of his churches which had slabs which seemed most 1ike1y
to yield evidence of usefulness for my purposes, and to record
the designs of the slabs carefully. Of couf,se, this necessarily
lengthens the entire project in terns of time. On the other hand,
some interesting features have been noted and added to the growing
pile of fi1es.

I discovered another drawback, also to do with the question of
dating. Another authoritative paper was one which had been published
in the Archaeological Journal by Dr. L.A.S.Butler, and related to
minor monumental sculpture in the East Midlands. Cross-slabs formed
only a patt of the material studied. Captions to diagramatic
illustrations dated certain designs of cross-head to narrow periods,
and this, like the Cumbrian material, seemed to offer me a splendid
source. However, closer study revealed that the evidence for these
dates was not always specifically given in that paper. This means
that I must try to acquire a copy of Dr. Butlerts Ph.D. thesis on the
subject, in order to pin down the dating evidence.

I have no confidence that l.am ever going to be able to give firn
dates for Lancashire slabs. Coasider the Lune Va11ey, for instance.
Most of the traces of the medieval churches lvhich survive are austere,
and offer no decorative details which could suggest para11e1s for the
slabse and thus dates. It is possible, on the other hand, to see some
kind of tdevelopmentr in design; and my illustrations in the C.B.A.S
Newsletter for March t L978, tepresented possible courses of development.
Howeverr any art historian will admit that this kind of theorising is
highly subjective, and whilc producing in many cases something which is
feasible, it often fails to produce something which can scientifically
be said to be tcertaint or even ralmost certainr.

r have divided the Lune va11ey slab designs (i.e. the designs of
the cross-heads) into three main groups. First, there are those which
are of simple ctoss form (for instance, at Bolton-le-Sands and Hornby).
The Bolton-le-Sand examples seem primitive; but does this indicate
early date, lack of irnagination, lack of ski1l in carving? Second:
there afe sevetal sl-abs whose cross-head terninals are in the shape
of what night be caLled rfleur - de - lysr, Out of 118 illustrations
acconpanying Bowerts records, 58 come into this group. rn 3 of those
cases it is difficult to discern whether the focal point of the cross-
head design is the rfleur - de - lyst motifs in the compass positions,
or the tbroken circlet motifs forming the spaces between them. AJ-though
it is rnost common for cross-heads of this kind to have three or four
cross arms, each with a rfleur - de - lyst termina!, I include in this
group those slabs whose cross-heads have more than four such &!rlso.
Such an instance occurs on a Caton s1ab. The third group is of those
slabs whose cross-heads are formed predorn:inantly of four broken ciriles,
- this in spite of the presence of tfleur - de - lysr notifs between
them. out of Bowerrs illustrations, 10 were of this type; it is of
interest that out of my sma11 collection of Lune va11ey slabs, B are
of this type.
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Some of Bower's slabs bear inscripticns - material which rright
well help to give a clue to date. Sound dating perhaps will corne

lhrough study of related documentsr o! of lettering. One must
always, however, beat in rnind that results will not necessarily be
conclusivel a stone slab could well have been re-used, and the
inscriptioncou1dre1ateon1ytothesecondpersonwhomit
corunemorated. The carving of shears and chalices could we1J. provi.de
a useful lead for dating slabs, especially as detailed work on ,ehears
has already been published. As for chalices, - the situation is not
certain. Styan sets out a neat set of chalice designs and gives a
century date for each type. However, he seemsi to set out 1itt1e
evidence for giving the dates; and I choose to regard such evidence
rvith caution. The whole question of the sign-ificance of the symbols
represented commonly on medieval cross-slabs is op€rlr It has been
suggested that shears depicted commemcration of a woman, of a floch-
manager, of a Christian. Occasionally one finds the synbols in
cornbination with others whictr makes such interpretations unlikely,
Some slabs eLsewhere in the county bear unusual syrnbols - so unusual
that they ace either unique in the experience of Cutts, rvhose survey
rvas indeed. far-ranging, or even not mentioned by him.

Ttrere remains, then, much work to be done. Bower's naterial,
nearest geographicaLLy and therefore of prime importance, needs to
be studied at first hand. That has now begun; and the first
results of a personal survey have been somewhat depressing. The
illustrations for Bower's work were done by himself and one helper.
This probably explains the variation in the standard of accuracy.
Certainly a visit made recently to Great Musgrave showed that an
incredible amount of detail of carving either had been missed in the
viewing or onritted in the recording of a slab built into the east
wa1l of the church. Further complications arise as churches become
redundant. For instance, there was no trace of one of the slabs
mentioned by Bower in connection with the church of St. Michaelr
Applebyl which has in recent years been taken out of use and has had
its interior stripped.. Efforts must nol'r be made to trace the slab
in question. At the same church, on the other hand, I found fragments
of slab built into the rva11s in excess of the number of such fragments
given by Bower. At least a useful working index of all of Bowerrs
slabs has now been ccmpiled, so that any slab can be traced by place
or by number.

This project, as I see it, is two-fo1d in that it has two clear
ainrs. The first, useful enotrgh, and easier to achieve, is the
compilation of a record of the medleval cross-slabs which exist in
Lancashire. The second, a vast and absorbing topic, is ihe placing
of the couniy's collection of such slabs in a propel archaeological-
context.
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